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Vintage:                 
 

Appellation: 
 

Varietal: 
 

Alcohol: 
 

Cases Produced: 

2018 
 

Sonoma County 
 

Zinfandel 
 

13.5% 
 

218 

2018 Rosie Rosé  

At Chez Lynch We Love Rosé!  Our summers have long included 
well chilled bottles of Rosé wine - cold, refreshing yet full of           
flavor.  Winemaker Brenda Lynch first made our Rosie Rosé in 2012, 
producing a tiny amount of wine.  It sold out within 30 days!  Her   
latest vintage, 2018, is one of her best.  Her winemaking secrets are 
simple - focus on beautiful color and pretty fruit flavors, ferment the 
wine at very cool temperatures to preserve these wonderful          
characters and no oak aging.  The result... our 2018 Rosie Rosé has 
wonderful fruit flavors with a dry and crisp finish.  We hope you love 
her too!  

Our Rosie Rosé delivers fresh and bright berry fruit aromas and      
flavors - picture fresh strawberries, perhaps a hint of blueberries, and 
definitely some red raspberries. The is medium bodied and combines 
some wonderful fruit forward flavors with a dry and crisp finish. Our 
favorite part - its beautiful color makes every glass a treat!  

First and foremost, serve our Rosie on its own - its the perfect       
summertime quaff before a meal. The beauty about Rosie is that she 
then shifts to the table with ease. Serve with lighter grilled meats -   
teriyaki marinated chicken thighs - as a counterpoint to the marinade's 
distinctive flavors. As well, our Rosie is perfect with grilled fish and 
vegetables - ideally straight from our home garden!  
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It’s all about the fruit.  For her Dog Series wines, Brenda has one 

goal in mind - create fruit-forward wines with varietally true aromatics, 

midpalate weight and flavor, and a full bodied and balanced finish.  

The 2018 Rosie is 100% Zinfandel sourced from Bruce Perotti’s 

home vineyard in Alexander Valley, Sonoma County.  This is the first 

year that Brenda was able to secure this fruit for her rosé. 

Keep the winemaking simple.  Brenda’s winemaking for her rosé is 

focused on preserving the fresh berry fruit character of her grapes.  

Very gentle crushing and destemming is followed by a very limited 

cold soaking to extract just a hint of color.  The wine is pressed and 

then undergoes a slow, cold fermentation until dry.  It rests in its 

stainless steel tank over winter until bottling the following spring. 
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